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Outline

Overview of domain adversarial adaptation method (DA) and one of
its issue

I Domain adversarial adaptation tries to align/map source and target
examples into a common representation so that a class predictor can
classify source examples can also perform on target examples

I However, it adapts only the domains not the classes
e.g., a natural image of a cat can be mapped to a synthesis image of a
dog

This paper proposes a new method: joint domain and class
adversarial adaptation (JDCA)

I Instead of imposing a binary domain adversarial loss, it imposes a
K-way binary adversarial loss (2K classification, the first K are the
known source classes, and the second K are the unknown target classes)

I The encoder will try to fool the predictor by extracting invariant
features from a synthesis image (source) and from a natural image
(target) of examples of a specific class
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Issues of Class Misalignment

Simple scenario, when feature distributions are aligned (i.e. a domain
classifier cannot distinguish which domain the extracted features
belong to), when target examples are mapped into source examples
with correct classes, the class predictor performs well in both domains

Realistic scenario, when target examples are mapped into source
examples, some target examples from one class are mapped into
source examples from a different class
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Issues of Class Misalignment: Ideal Solution

Issue: when target examples are mapped into source examples, some
target examples from one class are mapped into source examples from
a different class

Ideally, we want a model that can simultaneously align examples from
two domain and align examples’ classes
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Intuitive Visualization between DA and JDCA

DA

JDCA
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Joint Domain and Class Adaptation Model

Three components
I Feature encoder g
I Class predictor hc is trained only source examples, but is used for

inference for both source and target examples
I Joint predictor hj is trained to jointly align domains and classes of

examples

Note: the model is trained in adversarially using GAN style, not
gradient reversal layer, so the model does not have the domain
predictor
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Joint Domain and Class Adaptation Model

Class predictor hc is trained only source examples, but is used for
inference for both source and target examples

Lsc(θg, θhc) = CE(hc(g(x
s)), ys)

The encoder g is trained to jointly align domains and classes of
examples via adversarial mechanism with the help of the joint
predictor

I The joint predictor will try to distinguish true source and target labels

Ljsc(θhj ) = CE(hj(g(x
s)), [ys,0])

Ljtc(θg, θhj
) = CE(hj(g(x

t)), [0, ŷt]),

where ŷt = argmaxhc(g(x
t))

I The encoder will try to fool the joint predictor by generating
adversarial source and target labels

Ljsa(θg) = CE(hj(g(x
s)), [0, ys])

Ljta(θg) = CE(hj(g(x
t)), [ŷt,0]),

where ŷt = argmaxhc(g(x
t))
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Post Adaptation: Semi-supervised Learning

Once source and target examples are aligned, we train the model
solely on target examples (to focus on target representations) using
semi-supervised learning model

I Model can automatically predict pseudo-labels and train on its own

This paper uses a entropy minimization and virtual adversarial
training models for semi-supervised learning
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Thank you !
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Image Classification Benchmark
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